
AZARA, March 05: The Department of Economics, Girijananda Chowdhury University in
collaboration with the Department of Economics, D.K.College Mirza observed ' Financial
Literacy Week ' (26th Feb -1st Mar, 2024) on 1st March,2024. The initiative taken by the
Department of Economics to focus on financial literacy is crucial in today's dynamic and
interconnected world. The students of Department of Economics, GCU - Ms Dexita Bharali
and Ms Deepamoni Pathak presented on the area of financial literary and conducted a
survey on 'Financial Digital Literacy and Entrepreneurial Mindset '. They highlighted
about its implications on today's world and showed a commitment to understand and
addresse the contemporary issues. The faculty members of the department Dr.Sampurna
Bhuyan and Dr. Dhriti Borah puts forward their opinion on the importance of financial
literary. All the faculty members and students of the Department of Economics and D.
K.College Mirza interacted and exchanged their views fostering a collaborative learning
environment. The event ended successfully with a vote of Thanks by Dr. Archana Mali,
HOD , Department of Economics, D.K. College Mirza . Such initiatives play a vital role in
enhancing financial awareness to cultivate an entrepreneurial mindset among students
and the community.
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Hon'ble Chancellor, Prof. Jayanta Deka and Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor Prof. Kandarpa Das during the inaugural ceremony of the wall magazine.



AZARA, March 05: A team of 31 B.Tech. 8th Semester civil engineering students along with two faculty
members underwent for an educational tour to Shimla, Manali and Delhi from 16th to 24th Feb, 2024.
The students had the opportunity to visit several significant sites related to civil engineering in the
region. The objective of the educational tour was to provide exposure among students to gain practical
knowledge on different aspects of civil engineering constructions especially hilly terrain. The students
visited Atal Tunnel, Pandoh Dam, Pandoh Takoli Dam, Hampta Dam and Kiratpur Dam. The students
visited Green Valley, Rashtrapati Niwas (Mashobra), Kufri and Christ Church. They visited a flyover
construction site at Longwood area and the students gained practical knowledge about the
construction activities on hilly terrain. They visited Solang Valley to witness the snowfall and visited
Vasisth Temple, Hadimba Temple and the Mall Road of Manali. They went to Kullu and visited the Kullu
Shawl Factory, Aut Tunnel, Kasol, Manikaran Shiva Temple, Manikaran Gurudwara and Manikaran hot
water spring. They went to Tihra Tunnel at Kiratpur-Manali Road (Bilaspur) and a stop at Hataun during
journey towards Delhi. During the education tour faculties explained to the students about the
construction techniques and other aspects of construction in hilly region and cold regions. During the
tour, the students gained valuable insight to the challenges faced by civil engineers during
construction in the mountainous terrain. The tour witnessed not just civil engineering structures
including buildings and dams but also the challenges in road construction in hilly and cold regions. The
tour enriched the educational journey of the students and contributed to their overall development as
aspiring civil engineers.
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Hon'ble Chancellor, Prof. Jayanta Deka and Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor Prof.
Kandarpa Das during the inaugural ceremony of the wall magazine. Dr. Swarnali Pathak, Dr. Anindita Bora and Dr. Ajanta Deka distributing the prizes and certificates to the winners.


